UNCW Center for Marine Science: Research Program Faculty and Staff

**CORMP**
- Lynn Leonard, PI
- Jennifer Dorton, Co-PI
  - Brett Bolton, Research Specialist
  - Chris LaClair, Research Specialist

**NCNERR**
- Hope Sutton, Environmental Specialist
- Heather Wells, Research Specialist
- Byron Toothman, Research Specialist

**Undersea Vehicle Program**
- Lance Horn, Res Ops Manager
- Jason White, Res Ops Manager
- Eric Glidden, Res Ops Manager

**Sea Grant**
- Spencer Rogers, Research Associate
- Scott Baker, Visiting Research Assist Prof

Last update: 13 JUL 17
UNCW Center for Marine Science: Non-CMS Funded Positions Using CMS Support

**Biology & Marine Biology**
- Craig Bailey: CMS Faculty
- Joseph Pawlik: CMS Faculty
- Michael Durako: CMS Faculty
- Tom Lankford: CMS Faculty
- William McLellan: CMS Faculty
- Ann Pabst: CMS Faculty
- Ami Wilbur: Director, Shellfish Research Hatchery
- Amy Finelli: Research Tech
- Nelson Bullock: Research Tech
- Abigail Larsen: Research Tech

**Chemistry & Biochemistry**
- Steve Skrabal: CMS Faculty
- Richard Satterlie: CMS Faculty
- Marcel Van Tuinen: CMS Faculty
- Richard Laws: CMS Faculty

**Geography & Geology**
- Patricia Kelley: CMS Faculty
- Chad Lane: CMS Faculty
- Richard Laws: CMS Faculty
- Lynn Leonard: CMS Faculty

**Physics & Physical Oceanography**
- Fred Bingham: CMS Faculty
- Dylan McNamara: CMS Faculty
- Kenneth Ells: Visiting Res. Asst. Prof
- John Morrison: CMS Faculty

**Public Service**
- Harris Muhlstein: MarineQuest
- Erin Moran: MarineQuest

**Physical Plant**
- Ben Ellison: Housekeeping
- Andrew Duskie: Maint Mechanic
- Michael Green: Housekeeping

**Last update: 11 OCT 16**